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ABSTRACT
The interactions of He and Ne with propylene oxide have been investigated with the molecular beam technique by measuring the total (elastic
+ inelastic) integral cross section as a function of collision velocity. Starting from the analysis of these experimental data, potential energy
surfaces, formulated as a function of the separation distance and orientation of propylene oxide with respect to the interacting partners,
have been built: The average depth of potential wells (located at intermediate separation distances) has been characterized by analyzing
the observed “glory” quantum effects, and the strength of long-range attractions has been obtained from the magnitude and the velocity
dependence of the smooth component of measured cross sections. The surfaces, tested and improved against new ab initio calculations of
minima interaction energies at the complete basis set level of theory, are defined in the full space of relative configurations. This represents
a crucial condition to provide force fields useful to carry out, in general, important molecular property simulations and to evaluate, in the
present case, the spectroscopic features and the dynamical selectivity of weakly bound complexes formed by propylene oxide, a prototype
chiral species, during collisions in interstellar clouds and winds, in the space and planetary atmospheres. The adopted formulation of the
interaction can be readily extended to similar systems, involving heavier noble gases or diatomic molecules (H2, O2, and N2) as well as to
propylene oxide dimers.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0073737

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the intermolecular interactions of a polyatomic
molecule with atoms and simple diatomic species is of crucial rel-
evance in many research fields since it permits the evaluation of
spectroscopic and dynamical features of systems of increasing com-
plexity formed via collisions in many gaseous environments of
interest. The characterization of multidimensional potential energy
surfaces (PESs), determined by anisotropic non-covalent interac-
tions defining in detail structure and energetics of weakly bound
adducts, is a topic of general interest because PESs control the for-
mation of the precursor states of several basic elementary processes.
The involved weak intermolecular forces ultimately determine the

collision dynamics in cold environments, as interstellar media (ISM),
planetary atmospheres, and vortices, as well as in hot environments,
as flames and plasmas, but they can hardly be characterized by stan-
dard methods. In this work, we focus on the interaction between
propylene oxide and the lightest rare gas atoms, helium and neon.
Propylene oxide is one of the simplest chiral molecules and was
detected in ISM.1 This finding stimulated the research toward the
detection of possible enantiomeric excess in the universe2 and the
emergence of chiral selectivity in nature,3 a very much debated
topic.4,5

The structure of propylene oxide was initially characterized
by microwave spectroscopy,6,7 and its chiroptical properties were
investigated experimentally8 by vibrational circular dichroism and
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Raman optical activity spectra9 and by ab initio calculations.10

In view of possible applications in experimental dynamics stud-
ies, molecular beams (MBs) of propylene oxide were rotation-
ally state-selected and aligned by an electrostatic hexapole.11,12

More recently, synchrotron radiation has been used to mea-
sure the double ionization threshold13 and the angular distri-
bution of products14 from various dissociation channels of the
gas-phase molecules. Quantum mechanical approaches have also
been employed to characterize the structural isomers of propylene
oxide and their interconversion pathways and chirality changing
mechanisms.15,16

The discovery of propylene oxide in the interstellar cold gas
environment also stimulated investigations on the interaction of this
molecule with those partners commonly found in ISM and up to
date information on such topic is rather limited. Helium is the sec-
ond most abundant element in ISM, after hydrogen; neon and argon
are also among the most abundant elements, and from the chemical
point of view, they are even more interesting than helium since they
are more likely to react (see Ref. 17 and the references therein). In
non-local thermal equilibrium conditions, such as those often found
in space, the abundance of all chemical species is strongly deter-
mined by collisional and radiative processes, for which state-to-state
rate coefficients need to be accurately known to model the system
and reproduce the evolutionary processes. For this purpose, detailed
PESs describing the interaction of propylene oxide with molecular
hydrogen and helium and other neutral molecules, such as N2 and
O2,18 are needed. Note that such interaction potentials should be
able to describe all the main features of the weakly bound adducts
which might form between propylene oxide and the colliding part-
ner as well as the long-range attraction regions which are emerging
as important driving forces to determine the capture and outcome of
the various collisional processes. On the other hand, accurate experi-
mental data probing in detail the structure and binding energy of the
collisional adducts or complexes are essential to assess the validity of
the proposed interaction potentials.

As stressed above, in the case of propylene oxide, only lim-
ited information on the intermolecular interactions is currently
available: Rotational spectroscopy has been employed to character-
ize the structure and binding energy of the complexes with Ne,19

Ar,20 and Kr21 and of the homochiral and heterochiral forms of
propylene oxide dimers.22 Recently, Faure et al.23 calculated the
first quantum scattering cross sections for the rotational excitation
of rigid propylene oxide upon collision with helium. To this aim,
a PES fitted on CCSD(T)-F12b points extrapolated to the com-
plete basis set limit was also obtained. The PES was then refitted
with an expansion into spherical harmonics to perform the quan-
tum dynamical calculations. Such a procedure, however, together
with the number of coupled channels and the basis functions
needed to reach convergence, can easily become computationally
prohibitive.

One of the issues related to the construction and use of
ab initio based PESs for non-covalently interacting systems is the
need to use a very high level of theory to reach the desired
accuracy and the proper representation of the long-range regions
of each PES, which, as mentioned before, can be determinant
for the evolution of the dynamics.24,25 For the interaction of
helium–neutral molecules and molecular ions, some numerical
oscillations at a long range, for which the use of large auxiliary

bases is needed, were indeed reported.26,27 Furthermore, the accu-
rate description of the wide long-range region requires a very
large number of ab initio points together with robust interpola-
tion procedures. Such computational load is expected to grow larger
when considering heavier rare gas atoms and complex polyatomic
molecules.

In the present article, we report for the first time a molecu-
lar beam experimental study addressed to measure the total (elastic
+ inelastic) integral cross section, for the scattering of He and Ne by
propylene oxide, as a function of collision velocity, selected in the
thermal interval. These measurements, performed under high angu-
lar and velocity resolution conditions, permitted to resolve quantum
“glory” interference effects, observable as oscillating patterns in the
velocity dependence of the cross section. The experimental findings
provide information on the absolute scale of the long-range attrac-
tion and of the average binding energy in the range of equilibrium
distances. A parallel effort has been addressed to the development
of an integrated phenomenological-theoretical method, applied to
characterize the range and strength of the interaction as a function
of the separation distance and relative orientation of He, Ne–rigid
propylene oxide partners. Such a method allowed for the attain-
ment of the full PES for these systems in an analytical form, formu-
lated in terms of parameters related to fundamental physical prop-
erties of the interacting partners. The potentials were refined and
tested against the experimental cross section data and the results of
ab initio calculations of the minimum energy points of the surfaces
performed at the CCSD(T)/CBS level of theory. The adopted pro-
cedure provides PESs properly formulated in the full space of the
relative configurations of involved partners, and this is a crucial con-
dition to carry out any type of molecular dynamics simulation under
several conditions of interest.

In the case of He–propylene oxide, the identified PES minima
lie very close to the four found in Ref. 23; however, an additional one
is predicted by our model and confirmed by the present ab initio
calculations. Five minimum configurations also characterize the
PES of the Ne–propylene oxide system, for which no previous repre-
sentation of the full interaction potential is available. The new PESs
are computationally fast to achieve and can therefore be profitably
used to describe scattering processes through molecular dynamics
studies, in this case particularly relevant for the evaluation of
possible chiral effects.28 Note that the same methodology can be
straightforwardly extended to characterize the interaction potential
between propylene oxide and heavier noble gas atoms (Ng), as well
as that for propylene oxide–propylene oxide interactions, a system of
crucial interest because it would enable the observation of possible
different dynamical effects arising in homochiral and heterochiral
dimers.29

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Experiments have been carried out in the gas phase with

the molecular beam (MB) technique. High resolution single col-
lision conditions are realized, useful to measure the velocity
(v) dependence of the total (elastic + inelastic) integral cross
section Q.30,31

The experiments have been performed with a MB apparatus
that has been extensively described previously,32 and in the recent
years, it has been used to investigate weak hydrogen and halogen
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intermolecular bonds.33–35 In synthesis, the apparatus is composed
of a set of differentially pumped vacuum chambers. The MB, here
formed by He/Ne atoms, is generated by the gas expansion from
a nozzle, maintaining the temperature in the range of 77–600 K
and the total pressure in the source within 7–20 mbar in order
to avoid cluster formation and to cover a wide range of collision
velocity. Under such conditions, the MB emerges with near effu-
sive or moderate supersonic character and is analyzed in velocity
by a mechanical selector, composed of six slotted disks. After a
proper collimation, the MB collides at a “nominal” velocity v with
the stationary target gas (propylene oxide) contained in the scat-
tering chamber at a pressure not larger than 3 × 10−4 mbar to
assure the occurrence of single collision events. The chamber is kept
at room temperature to avoid condensation effects of the propy-
lene oxide on the walls and to maintain the rotational temperature
(T = 300 K) of the target molecules sufficiently high to determine
an average molecular rotation time comparable with the collision
time. The latter condition is critical to limit anisotropy effects in the
scattering and then to better resolve, at least in He–propylene oxide
collisions, frequency and amplitude of the “glory” oscillatory pattern
(see below).

The MB is detected downstream by a quadrupole mass spec-
trometer, coupled with an ion-counting device. At each selected
velocity v of the projectile atoms, the quantity to be measured is the
MB attenuation I/I0, where I represents the MB intensity detected
with the target in the scattering chamber (filled at the chosen pres-
sure) and I0 is the MB intensity measured with the scattering cham-
ber empty. From the measurement of the ratio I/I0, it is possible
to determine the value of the integral cross section Q(v) by the
Lambert–Beer law: Calibration methodology and reference data are
given in Refs. 36–38.

The availability of projectiles (here He and Ne) in a large speed
range has been of great relevance to perform measurements in a
sufficiently extended interval of v. The choice of the heavier propy-
lene oxide as the target, confined in a box at a defined pressure and
temperature, has been crucial to carry out high angular and velocity
resolution experiments. In particular, the use of the lighter He and
Ne atoms in the beams, and the heavier propylene oxide molecules in
the scattering chamber, increases the limiting angle, imposed by the
indetermination principle, and reduces the random thermal motion
of the target.32 This choice determines proper conditions to resolve
quantum “glory” interference effects, observable as oscillations over-
imposed to a smooth component in the Q(v) dependence. The col-
lected experimental Q(v) results probe in detail, and in an internally
consistent way, the absolute scale of the interaction at both long and
intermediate distance ranges.30–32

The experimental results are reported in Figs. 1 and 2, where
measured cross sections are plotted as Q(v) ⋅ v2/5 to emphasize the
“glory” quantum interference,31 which appears to exhibit a small
amplitude in both cases.30,31 Moreover, the He, Ne–propylene oxide
systems exhibit a completely different behavior of the observ-
ables, thus revealing significant variations in the intermolecu-
lar interactions, which drive the dynamics of single collision
events.

The analysis of Q(v) (see Sec. III) provided a quantitative char- Q2
acterization of the strength of the average intermolecular interac-
tion both at a long range, obtained from the velocity dependence of
the average value of Q(v), and in the potential well region, probed
by the resolved glory structure.30–36 During the analysis, Center- Q3
of-Mass (CM) cross section values have been calculated within
the semi-classical Jeffreys–Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin approxima-
tion39 from the assumed intermolecular interaction potential V (see

FIG. 1. Experimental integral cross sec-
tions Q (black points with vertical error
bars) as a function of the selected
beam velocity v (reported in logarithmic
scale to better define the glory maximum
position30–32) for He–propylene oxide.
The curves represent the cross sec-
tions calculated on the present PES
according to three different regimes: in
conditions of isotropic (spherical) inter-
action (dashed line), in conditions of
anisotropic interaction according to the
Infinite Order Sudden (IOS) approxima-
tion (dotted line), and through a com-
bined data analysis, smoothly switching
from the isotropic (holding for lower v val-
ues) to anisotropic (holding for higher v
values) interactions (full line).
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FIG. 2. Experimental integral cross sections Q (black points with vertical error bars)
as a function of the selected beam velocity v (reported in logarithmic scale to
better define the glory extreme positions30–32) for Ne–propylene oxide. The curves
represent the cross sections calculated on the present PES according to three
different regimes: in conditions of isotropic (spherical) interaction (dashed line), in
conditions of anisotropic interaction according to the IOS approximation (dotted
line), and through a combined data analysis, smoothly switching from the isotropic
(holding for lower v values) to anisotropic (holding for higher v values) interactions
(full line).

Sec. III) and afterward convoluted in the laboratory frame to make
a direct comparison with the measured Q(v).32 The trial-and-error
procedure has been adopted, and the potential parameters, defin-
ing the basic features of V, have been tested and fine-tuned to
obtain the best comparison between experimental and calculated
data.

III. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES
A. The improved Lennard-Jones potential

A pairwise additivity approach has been adopted to provide
an analytical formulation of the intermolecular potential. The total
interaction potential V has been defined as a sum of Improved
Lennard-Jones (ILJ) potential pair-contributions, each one involv-
ing the noble gas atom (Ng = He, Ne) and one of the seven centers
distributed in the propylene oxide, C3H6O, molecular frame. We
selected as the most representative propylene oxide interaction cen-
ters the asymmetric carbon C, the C atom of the CH2 group, the
three hydrogen H atoms of CH and CH2 groups, the oxygen atom
O, and the methyl group CH3, considered as a structureless partner,
i.e., as a sphere having the mass of the methyl group, centered on the
carbon atom.

For each interacting pair, the ILJ contribution V(r) is expressed
as follows:31

V(r) = ε( m
n(r) −m

( rm

r
)

n(r)
− n(r)

n(r) −m
( rm

r
)

m
),

where r is the Ng–individual center (or Ng–effective atom) dis-
tance, ε and rm are the potential well depth and equilibrium distance,
respectively, associated with the considered pair, while r/rm is the
reduced distance. For neutral–neutral pairs, the parameter m is 6.
The n(r) term is given31 by

n(r) = β + 4( r
rm
)

2
,

where β is a parameter related to the hardness of the two interacting
species, and for the present systems, its value is comprised between
7.5 and 8.5.

The nature of the intermolecular potential in the present sys-
tems is essentially of the van der Waals type: The involved PESs are
determined by the critical balance of size repulsion and dispersion
attraction. The zero-order values of the van der Waals interaction
parameters have been estimated by the polarizabilities of the inter-
acting partners42,43 identified here with Ng–CH3, Ng–C, Ng–O, and
Ng–H pairs. In particular, the polarizability of He and Ne amounts
to 0.20 and 0.40 Å3, respectively,42,44 while that of propylene oxide,
6.2 Å3, has been decomposed in partial contributions, correspond-
ing to 2.10, 1.10, 0.80, and 0.35 Å3 due to CH3, C, O, and H part-
ners, respectively. Note that C, H, and O are considered effective
atomic centers since their polarizabilities are different from those
of isolated gas-phase atoms. Such zero-order values of the potential
parameters, indirectly including the small effect of induction contri-
bution, have been fine-tuned to reproduce measured Q(v) data and
against ab initio calculations (Sec. III C) for He–propylene oxide.
Their optimized values have been simply scaled for the different Ne
polarizabilities to build the PES for Ne–propylene oxide, which was
again tested against the corresponding experimental Q(v) data and
ab initio calculations. For He– and Ne–propylene oxide, the values
of the obtained parameters defining the PESs have been reported in
Tables I and II, respectively.

B. Cross-sectional analysis and potential
parametrization

The dynamical treatment used for the data analysis exploits
the comparison between the energy barriers, preliminarily evaluated
at a fixed intermolecular distance and associated with the orbit-
ing motion of Ng around the propylene oxide molecule, with the
average rotational energy of propylene oxide given by RT, where
T is the temperature and R, the gas constant, amounts to
8.614 ⋅ 10−2 meV K−1.

TABLE I. Parameters, equilibrium distance rm, and well depth ε used in the improved
Lennard-Jones model to describe the interaction pair individual contributions in the
He–propylene oxide system. The parameter β has been taken in the range of values
typical of van der Waals interactions.31,40,41

Well depth Equilibrium
(meV) distance (Å) β

CH3–He 1.75 3.81 7.5
C–He 1.76 3.45 7.5
O–He 2.83 3.14 7.5
H–He 1.32 2.93 8.5
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TABLE II. Parameters, equilibrium distance rm, and well depth ε used in the improved
Lennard-Jones model to describe the interaction pair individual contributions in the
Ne–propylene oxide system. The parameter β has been taken in the range of values
typical of van der Waals interactions.31,40,41

Well depth Equilibrium
(meV) distance (Å) β

CH3–Ne 3.73 3.83 7.5
C–Ne 3.47 3.51 7.5
O–Ne 5.27 3.24 7.5
H–Ne 2.19 3.07 8.5

For He–propylene oxide, the predicted energy barriers are
lower than RT at the experimental temperature T = 300 K, even
in the potential well region. They are thus expected to be suffi-
ciently low to reduce, or even eliminate, the trapping of the colliding
system into rigid configurations (see Sec. IV). In such conditions,
the long interaction time associated with slow collisions favors a
dynamical behavior driven by the partial or total orientation averag-
ing of the involved interaction. Therefore, measured cross sections
have been analyzed assuming that the scattering at low v is driven
by an effective central field potential, while at high v the collision
time reduces, and the anisotropic behavior of the PES increases its
effect, permitting a more direct control of the collision dynamics,
since the molecules are seen under sudden conditions by the fast
projectile atoms. Consequently, the analysis of the cross sections at
the lowest investigated v has been performed adopting an effective
isotropic interaction, identified with the spherical average of the PES.
On the other hand, at the highest investigated v, the reduced colli-
sion time suggests that the Infinite Order Sudden Approximation
(IOSA) is more appropriate for the cross-sectional simulations. The
switch between the two regimes, operative at intermediate veloci-
ties, has been performed by using a weighted sum, depending on v,
of the two types of calculations, providing an excellent comparison
with the scattering experimental data in the whole range of probed
v (Fig. 1). The same treatment has been successfully applied to other
atom–molecule systems (see, for instance, Refs. 33 and 45 and the
references therein, where major details on the different collisional
regimes and on their weighted sum are given). Note that for less
anisotropic cases involving rotationally hot molecules (at higher T),
a simple isotropic potential drives the collisions in the full range of
the investigated v.46,47

For Ne–propylene oxide, the energy barriers in the potential
well region, predicted by the extended potential formulation, are
comparable with RT at 300 K (see also Sec. IV), and therefore, the
IOSA has been adopted to test the PES reliability on the experimen-
tal data in the whole range of investigated v values and is shown
(Fig. 2) to correctly reproduce the behavior of experimental cross
sections.

C. Ab initio calculations
Calculations were performed using MP2 and CCSD(T) levels

of theory with Gaussian0948 to obtain minimum geometries and
binding energies for He– and Ne–propylene oxide complexes. For
both systems, the initial structures to submit to the minimization
process were taken as the minima obtained by the analytical ILJ

PESs. A preliminary optimization, where the positions of the hydro-
gen atoms of the methyl group of propylene oxide are considered
flexible, was carried out at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory
for each starting structure. This is needed to identify the orienta-
tion of the methyl group, treated as a pseudo-atom in the analytical
PES. Optimizations of He–propylene oxide, where the propylene
oxide moiety is considered rigid, were then carried out at MP2/aug-
cc-pVnZ (n = 3,4,5) to extrapolate the complete basis set limit by
using a mixed exponential/Gaussian function.49 The CCSD(T) com-
plete basis set limit energy for the complexes, ECBS

CCSD(T), was eval-
uated using the MP2 complete basis set limit, ECBS

MP2, considering
that ECBS

CCSD(T) ≈ ECBS
MP2 + ΔCCSD(T), where the CCSD(T) correction

to the MP2 energy, ΔCCSD(T) = Eaug−cc−pVTZ
CCSD(T) − Eaug−cc−pVTZ

MP2 , was
here calculated with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. As a matter of fact,
for many weakly bound adducts, it was noted that the higher order
correlation effects are only slightly sensitive to the size of the basis
set, provided that diffuse functions are included, and the basis is not
too small.50 Eaug−cc−pVTZ

CCSD(T) was obtained as a single point calculation
on the geometry optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level of
theory.

For Ne–propylene oxide, the same optimization procedure was
followed, although the larger number of electrons only allowed us to
calculate the CCSD(T) correction by the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, i.e.,
ΔCCSD(T) = Eaug−cc−pVDZ

CCSD(T) − Eaug−cc−pVDZ
MP2 .

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The PESs of both systems are characterized by five minima,

whose geometry is reported in Table III for the He– propylene oxide
system and in Table IV for the Ne–propylene oxide system accord-
ing to the reference frame depicted in Fig. 3: The system is embed-
ded in a xyz Cartesian reference frame, where the x, y, and z axes
correspond to the principal molecular axes of inertia b, c, and a,
respectively23 and the origin is the center of mass of the
molecule. The position of the noble gas with respect to propy-
lene oxide is expressed in spherical coordinates R, θ and ϕ,
where R is the distance between the noble gas and the cen-
ter of mass of the molecule, and θ and ϕ are the polar
angles.

Figure 4 depicts the five minima position for He–propylene
oxide, provided by the present ILJ PES; the corresponding coor-
dinates and interaction energies are reported in Table III together
with those obtained by the present ab initio calculations at the
CCSD(T)/CBS level of theory (the binding energies evaluated at each
level of theory are reported in Table S1 of the supplementary mate-
rial) and by the ab initio PES from Ref. 23. We note here that the
small differences (less than 0.5 meV in energy and 0.09 Å in distance)
between the present and ab initio values from Ref. 23, calculated with
a very similar, but not identical, level of theory might as well be due
to the different orientation of the methyl group considered in the
two types of calculations.

The interaction energies of the five minima characterizing the
PES of helium–propylene oxide are comprised between −9.79 and
−7.62 meV, with the global minimum remarkably close in geometry
and energy to the present and ab initio values of Ref. 23. In such
configuration, the helium atom mainly interacts with the oxygen
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TABLE III. Minimum geometries and potential energy for He–propylene oxide interactions obtained by the ILJ PES (bold), by
the present ab initio calculations, and by the ab initio calculations of Faure et al.23 (parentheses).

Minimum 1 Minimum 2 Minimum 3 Minimum 4 Minimum 5

Θ 49.4 90.4 91.6 62.9 32.6
49.3 (50.0) 104.1 (102.0) 100.9 (100.0) 77.2 25.1 (26.3)

Φ 110.4 36.7 148.6 256.1 256.5
104.1 (104.0) 26.5 (1.7) 153.1 (154.0) 252.4 254.0 (245.9)

R (Å) 3.591 3.614 3.503 3.550 3.894
3.528 (3.493) 3.675 (3.605) 3.357 (3.356) 3.564 3.844 (3.935)

V (meV) −9.79 −8.54 −8.49 −8.28 −7.62
−9.67 (−9.72) −6.47 (−6.38) −8.91 (−8.45) −6.79 −7.10 (−6.86)

TABLE IV. Minimum geometries and potential for Ne–propylene oxide interactions obtained by the present PES (bold) and
by the present ab initio calculations.

Minimum 1 Minimum 2 Minimum 3 Minimum 4 Minimum 5

θ 49.4 83.8 93.9 95.2 35.4
50.8 83.1 103.0 101.8 29.1

ϕ 111.0 256.3 31.1 151.7 255.7
103.0 252.3 3.2 154.2 256.9

R (Å) 3.697 3.426 3.660 3.573 3.948
3.659 3.490 3.600 3.396 3.904

V (meV) −18.05 −17.64 −16.62 −16.27 −14.47
−17.44 −13.48 −15.51 −18.37 −14.31

and the chiral carbon atom of the ring in a perpendicular fashion.
The other four minima also show a very similar geometry to the
ab initio determinations, although the sequence of their interaction
energies does not always follow the same order, with the ILJ values
generally providing slightly deeper minima. It has to be noted, how-
ever, that such discrepancies are well within 2 meV, much smaller
than the accuracy of ab initio determinations. Because of this and
because the binding energies of all minima lie very close, as might

FIG. 3. Coordinate frame for the rare gas– propylene oxide system.

be expected from the nature of van der Waals interactions in the
present system, the ranking of the well depths can be easily dif-
ferent according to the various approaches. The ILJ potential and
the present ab initio calculations identify five minima on the PES,

FIG. 4. Minimum geometries for He–propylene oxide identified on the ILJ PES.
The numbering of the He atom corresponds to the minima reported in Table III.
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FIG. 5. The left panel shows the color contour map for the He–propylene oxide system at R = 3.6 Å. The axes report the angles θ and ϕ in degrees, while a color scale
reports the potential energy in meV. The red dashed line indicates the minimum energy path. The right panel shows the energy profile of the minimum energy path.

whereas Ref. 23 only reports four. The fifth minimum (here mini-
mum 4) is determined by the interaction of the helium atom with the
CH2 group and, in part, with the propylene oxide oxygen, in a sim-
ilar fashion to minimum 5, as shown by the very close value of the
angle ϕ.

Figures 5 and 6 show the contour maps of He–propylene oxide
PES at R equal to 3.6 and 4.0 Å, respectively, and indicate that while
ϕ can fully range from 0○ to 360○, the variation interval of θ is much
more restricted, with repulsive contributions being predominant, for
instance, in the region with θ > 140○. Furthermore, the minima can

FIG. 6. The left panel shows the color contour map for the He–propylene oxide system at R = 4.0 Å. The axes report the angles θ and ϕ in degrees, while a color scale
indicates the potential energy in meV. The red dashed line indicates the minimum energy path. The right panel shows the energy profile of the minimum energy path.
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nearly always be found around the oxirane ring at values 50○< θ
< 100○, as also shown in the energy profiles reported in Fig. S1 of the
supplementary material. Figures 5 and 6 also report the minimum
energy path (MEP), plotted as a red dashed line on the contour maps
and, more clearly, in the right panels. The MEP helps to estimate
the smallest barriers between the minima configurations of the col-
lision complex and thus provides information on the possibility of
interconversion between them at the considered temperature. Their
values, as mentioned in Sec. III, can indeed be compared to the
rotation energy RT available for the revolution of He around the
propylene oxide molecule. The MEP at R = 3.6 Å (Fig. 5) shows
three barriers whose height is ca. 4–5 meV, thus much lower than
RT, and that for T = 300 K, corresponding to the present experimen-
tal conditions, it amounts to 25.8 meV, therefore allowing an almost
free revolution of He around the propylene oxide molecule during
slow collisions at room temperature. In contrast, in cold and ultra-
cold regimes as those found in the ISM [the temperature of the cold
envelope of Sgr B2(N), where propylene oxide has been detected, is
arguably lower than 40 K51], such barriers become higher than RT,
and that for T = 10 K, it is less than 1 meV, suggesting an effective
trapping of the complex in the different potential wells. At a larger
interaction distance, R = 4.0 Å (Fig. 6), the MEP becomes smoother
with lower barriers separating the minima, making the passage from
one minimum configuration to another easier, as confirmed by Fig.
S1, reporting the energy profiles for fixed θ and ϕ values at increas-
ing R distances, and because of the additional constraint, show-
ing higher barriers than those corresponding to the MEP. Figure 6
also shows how the relative depth of the potential wells changes

Q4

as a function of distance, that is, the global minimum might cor-
respond to a different geometry (i.e., different values of θ and ϕ)
as R changes. In light of the above considerations, this is found
to have interesting consequences in the cold temperature regime:
The anisotropic (orientation) dependence of the interaction compo-
nents, rather than the absolute depth of the well, can be particularly
effective in determining the most abundant configuration of the col-
lision complex, which, once trapped in relative potential minima
located at long and intermediate range, because of the barrier height,
might not be able to interconvert to the global minimum at a shorter
range.

The Ne–propylene oxide ILJ PES is also characterized by five
minima, shown in Fig. 7 and Table IV, where the results of the
present ab initio CCSD(T)/CBS calculations are also reported (the
binding energies evaluated at each level of theory are reported in
Table S2 of the supplementary material).

The interaction energies, due to the larger number of elec-
trons of Ne, are sensibly higher, spanning the range from −18.05
to −14.47 meV. The comparison of the predicted ones with calcu-
lated ab initio minima again gives very close geometries for the five
structures, although the energy differences might differ up to 3 meV
and the ordering of the minima is slightly different. The global
minimum on the ILJ PES corresponds to a configuration like that
of He–propylene oxide at −18.05 meV interaction energy. Ab initio
calculations, for the same geometry, rather predict a local minimum
(−17.44 meV) very close in energy to the global one (−18.37 meV).
It is worth noting that the lowest four minima in the ILJ surface doQ5

within less than 2 meV. The geometry of all minima is remarkably
similar to that of He–propylene oxide, although the relative mag-
nitude of the wells is different; however, as mentioned before, the

FIG. 7. Minimum geometries for Ne–propylene oxide identified on the ILJ PES.
The numbering of the Ne atom corresponds to the minima reported in Table IV.

minima are so close in energy that the overall behavior is qualita-
tively the same. Blanco et al.19,21 measured the rotational spectrum
of Ne–propylene oxide and found that the most stable configuration
(θ = 81○ and 99○, ϕ = ±81○ and ±99○, according to the reference
coordinate system given in Ref. 21) is similar to minimum 3 found
by us. The equilibrium distance between Ne and the center of mass
of the molecule is 3.587 Å that is also comparable with the minima
found by our model, as well as the dissociation energy, 11.4 meV,
which is of the same order of the well depth (dissociation energy
+ zero-point energy) of the minima presented in this work (see
Table IV).

Figures 8 and 9 show the contour maps of the potential energy
surface for Ne–propylene oxide at R = 3.7 and 4.0 Å, respectively.
The topology is similar to that of the He–propylene oxide sys-
tem, with θ values larger than 130○ characterized by a strongly
repulsive potential and the minima to be found around the oxi-
rane ring at values 40○< θ < 110○, spanning the whole range of ϕ.
Figure S2 of the supplementary material shows the energy profiles
for fixed θ and ϕ values at increasing R and clearly displays such
behavior.

The MEP, reported in the right panel of Figs. 8 and 9, is
characterized by higher barriers between the minima compared
to He–propylene oxide. At R = 3.7 Å, there are three barriers
and a small shoulder separating four minima, the higher ones
of ∼8–10 meV. Such a value is a factor of 2 larger than the
corresponding one of He–propylene oxide and is expected to
increase for homologous systems involving heavier Ng atoms.
Therefore, in cold environments, these barriers can effectively trap
the Ne–propylene oxide system in the different potential wells inde-
pendently on their depth. As in the case of He–propylene oxide, by
increasing the distance (see Fig. 9 at R = 4.0 Å and Fig. S2), the MEP
becomes smoother and the barriers lower, although at correspond-
ingly larger R values. Because of the higher barriers and the fact that
the minima are comparable in energy, the above-mentioned effect
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FIG. 8. The left panel shows the color contour map for the Ne–propylene oxide system at R = 3.7 Å. The axes report the angles θ and ϕ in degrees, while a color scale
indicates the potential energy in meV. The red dashed line indicates the minimum energy path. The right panel shows the energy profile of the minimum energy path.

FIG. 9. The left panel shows the color contour map for the Ne–propylene oxide system at R = 4.0 Å. The axes report the angles θ and ϕ in degrees, while a color scale
indicates the potential energy in meV. The red dashed line indicates the minimum energy path. The right panel shows the energy profile of the minimum energy path.

of a low-temperature dynamics, being determined by the trapping
in the potential more attractive at a long range, rather than by their
absolute depth at the equilibrium distance, might be emphasized
with respect to the He–propylene oxide system.

V. FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of gas-phase scattering experiments performed for
the first time with a prototype chiral molecule are described here,

accompanied by the observation of quantum interference effects in
the two-body collisions: The integral cross sections for the scatter-
ing of He and Ne projectiles by the propylene oxide target have
been measured as a function of noble gas velocity. The experiments
have been performed with the MB technique, applied under high
velocity and angular resolution conditions, to resolve the “glory”
quantum interference effect. Measured cross sections probe in detail
the strength, range, and anisotropy of projectile–target interaction
at both long and intermediate intermolecular distances where the
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potential wells are localized. The observed glory pattern exhibits for
both systems an evident quenching of the amplitude due to the pro-
nounced role of the interaction anisotropy emerging at intermediate
separation distances.

For He–propylene oxide, cross sections measured at low veloc-
ity have been analyzed adopting an isotropic interaction, associ-
ated with an effective central field potential, while at high velocities,
where the collision time significantly reduces and the probed dis-
tance R reduces, the data treatment required the IOSA adoption
to account for the emerging role of the interaction anisotropy. For
intermediate velocities, a combination of the two approaches has
been adopted. For the Ne–propylene oxide collisions, the increased
strength of the interaction anisotropy suggested the exclusive use of
the IOSA method for the analysis of cross sections measured in the
same velocity range.

The intermolecular interaction, considered of the van der
Waals type, where size repulsion competes with dispersion attrac-
tion to define the resulting potential energy, has been formu-
lated exploiting the ILJ function, whose parameters of zero-order
value have been predicted on phenomenological ground. They
have been anticipated exploiting the polarizability components of
involved partners and subsequently adjusted, within restricted varia-
tion ranges, through the scattering data analysis. For He–propylene
oxide, a direct comparison of the predicted PES minima with the
results of previous23 and new ab initio calculations permitted a fur-
ther test and fine-tuning of the few parameters involved in the ILJ
formulation. For Ne–propylene oxide, the parameters, simply scaled
for the polarizability change when passing from He to Ne, pro-
vided a PES, tested on measured scattering data, whose predicted
minima have been confirmed by the results of the present ab initio
calculations.

The final potential parameters, reported in Tables I and II,
allow a proper representation of the PES, whose analytical form
emphasizes new details of the interaction that stimulate important
considerations:

(1) The adopted method represents the intermolecular potential
by an analytic formulation that makes use of a few param-
eters, with a well-defined physical meaning. This physically
grounded restriction, at variance with most interpolation
procedures, ensures the reliability of the interaction in the
whole configuration space.

(2) The present method allows for a direct evaluation of the
long-range dispersion coefficient C6 that controls the capture
character of the long-range forces and can be defined through
the following sum:

C6 =
4

∑
i=1

niC6i,

where any partial C6i contribution is obtained as C6i = ε ⋅ r6
m

from the parameters reported in Tables I and II and ni
represents the number of interaction pairs of the same type.

(3) Both systems present a number of minima very close in
energy so that the collision dynamics is likely to be deter-
mined from their overall contribution and from the possi-
bility of interconversion between all of them.

(4) From the topography of the PES, the MEP can be evaluated,
as shown in Sec. V, which provides the key information

to evaluate the occurrence of adiabatic transitions between
different configurations of the interacting systems. This
represents a crucial point to properly assess the control
of the collision dynamics selectivity under a variety of
conditions.

(5) The energy barriers evaluated at each selected R as a
function of polar angle, assuming fixed the other angle,
appear significantly higher than those associated with
the MEP.

(6) The location of the absolute minimum changes as the inter-
molecular distance varies, that is, the most stable configura-
tion at a long range can substantially differ from that in the
region of equilibrium distance. An important consequence
is that the systems formed by the trapping from long-range
anisotropic attractive forces can be channeled, during the
relaxation of its internal degrees of freedom via fast nona-
diabatic cooling, in configurations that can differ from that
of the PES global minimum.

(7) The dissociation energy on Ne–propylene oxide estimated
by Blanco et al.19,21 is consistent with the well depth of the
minima determined in the present work. Moreover, con-
siderations made at point 6 can also be applied to this
point.

(8) The formulation of the PES for Ar, Kr, Xe, and Rn–propylene
oxide can be readily obtained by scaling the potential
parameters for the different polarizability of the noble gas
atom.

(9) Similarly, the same method can be applied, after parameter
scaling for the change in polarizability, to the description
of simple diatomic molecule–propylene oxide systems, when
the diatom (H2, N2, and O2), with rotational levels follow-
ing a Boltzmann distribution at room and higher tempera-
ture, rotates sufficiently faster than propylene oxide, there-
fore behaving during the collision as a pseudo-atom interact-
ing with propylene oxide with intermolecular forces basically
of van der Waals nature. In particular, N2 and O2 would
behave like Ar, as they show a similar isotropic polarizability
component. Moreover, the marked anisotropic character of
the intermolecular interaction emerges when the low temper-
ature only allows the lower rotational levels of the diatoms to
be populated. The complete potential formulation in this case
must include the anisotropic contribution of the electrostatic
components, as those due to permanent electric multipole
interactions. The method can be extended to more complex
systems, also of interest for their chiral properties, such as
propylene oxide dimers.

(10) The obtained potential energy surfaces can be used to eval-
uate and investigate possible collision alignment processes,
basic for chiral discrimination in gaseous streams and vor-
tices in atmosphere environments.5,52

(11) The analytical formulation of the PES allows the calculation
of physical, dynamical, and spectroscopic properties of the
systems, which selectively depend on the weak anisotropic
forces at both long and intermediate ranges of separation
distances.

(12) It is also worth pointing out that the present methodology
can be profitably used, as done here for the Ne–propylene
oxide system, to preliminary address the search of stationary
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points in multidimensional surfaces of increasing complex-
ity, which can then be refined through high level calculations.
Such a procedure is faster and strongly reduces the number of
points to be evaluated ab initio on the PES to identify regions
where minima or transition states are located. Moreover, its
formulation allows us to obtain in an analytical form first
and second derivates of the interaction with respect to radial
and angular coordinates, related to force and force constants,
speeding up their calculation in molecular dynamics simula-
tions, where these quantities play a crucial role, and therefore
alleviating the related computational burden.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The supplementary material contains tables of the binding
energies for the investigated systems at different levels of theory.
For these systems, plots of the energy profiles as a function of θ at
fixed values of ϕ and vice versa, and the related discussion, are also
provided.
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